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ABSTRACT

Conditional preference statements have been used to compactly

represent preferences over combinatorial domains. They are at the

core of CP-nets and their generalizations, and lexicographic pref-

erence trees. Several works have addressed the complexity of some

queries (optimization, dominance in particular). We extend in this

paper some of these results, and study other queries which have

not been addressed so far, like equivalence, thereby contributing

to a knowledge compilation map for languages based on condi-

tional preference statements. We also introduce a new parame-

terised family of languages, which enables to balance expressive-

ness against the complexity of some queries.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Preference handling is a key component in several areas of Arti�-

cial Intelligence, notably for decision-aid systems. Research in Arti-

�cial Intelligence has led to the development of several languages

that enable compact representation of preferences over complex,

combinatorial domains. Some preference models rank alternatives

according to their values given by somemultivariate function; this

is the case for instance with valued constraints [29], additive utili-

ties and their generalizations [8, 24]. Ordinal models like CP nets

and their generalisations [3, 7, 32], or lexicographic preferences

and their generalisations [2, 9, 17, 21, 30, 33] use sets of conditional

preference statements to represent a pre-order over the set of alter-

natives.

Many problems of interest, like comparing alternatives or �nd-

ing optimal alternatives, are NP-hard for many of these models,

even PSPACE hard for some models, which makes these repre-

sentations di�cult to use in some decision-aid systems like con-

�gurators, where real-time interaction with a decision maker is

needed. One approach to tackle this problem is Knowledge Compi-

lation, whereby a model, or a part of it, is compiled, o�-line, into an-

other representation which enables fast query answering, even if

the compiled representation has a much bigger size. This approach
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has �rst been studied in propositional logic: [12, 13] compare how

various subsets of propositional logic can succinctly, or not, ex-

press some propositional knowledge bases, and the complexity of

queries of interest. [11] follow a similar approach to compare exten-

sions of propositional logic which associate real values to models

of a knowledge base; [18] provide such a map for value function-

based models.

The aim of this paper is to initiate such a compilation map for

models of preferences based on the language of conditional pref-

erence statements. We compare the expressiveness and succinct-

ness of various languages on these conditional preference state-

ments, and the complexity of several queries of interest for these

languages.

The next section recalls some basic de�nitions about combinato-

rial domains and pre-orders, and introduces notations that will be

used throughout. Section 3 gives an overview of various languages

based on conditional preference statements that have been studied

in the literature. We also introduce a new parameterised family

of languages, which enables to balance expressiveness against the

complexity of some queries. Section 4 and 5 respectively study ex-

pressiveness and succinctness for languages based on conditional

preference statements. Sections 6 study the complexity of queries

for these languages. Proofs can be found in [19].

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Combinatorial Domain

We consider languages that can be used to represent the prefer-

ences of a decision maker over a combinatorial space X: here X is

a set of attributes that characterise the possible alternatives, each

attribute- ∈ X having a �nite set of possible values- ; we assume

that |- | ≥ 2 for every - ∈ X; then X denotes the cartesian prod-

uct of the domains of the attributes in X, its elements are called

alternatives. For a binary attribute - , we will often denote by G, Ḡ

its two possible values. In the sequel, = is the number of attributes

in X.

For a subset * of X, we will denote by * the cartesian product

of the domains of the attributes in* , called instantiations of* , or

partial instantiations (ofX). If E is an instantiation of some+ ⊆ X,

E [* ] denotes the restriction of E to the attributes in + ∩ * ; we

say that instantiation D ∈ * and E are compatible if E [* ∩ + ] =

D [* ∩+ ]; if * ⊆ + and E [* ] = D , we say that E extends D .

Sets of partial instantiations can often be conveniently, and com-

pactly, speci�ed with propositional formulas: the atoms are - = G

for every - ∈ X and G ∈ - , and we use the standard connectives

∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction),→ (implication),↔ (equivalence)

and¬ (negation); we denote by⊤ (resp.⊥) the formula always true



(resp. false). Implicitly, this propositional logic is equipped with a

theory that enforces that every attribute has precisely one value

from its domain; so, for two distinct values G, G ′ of attribute- , the

formula - = G ∧ - = G ′ is a contradiction; also, the interpreta-

tions are thus in one-to-one correspondence with X. If U is such

a propositional formula over X and > ∈ X, we will write > |= U

when > satis�es U , that is when, assigning to every literal - = G

that appears in U the value true if > [- ] = G , and the value false

otherwise, makes U true.

Given a formulaU , or a partial instantiationD ,Var(U) andVar(D)

denote the set of attributes, the values of which appear in U and D

respectively.

When it is not ambiguous, we will use G as a shorthand for the

literal - = G ; also, for a conjunction of such literals, we will omit

the ∧ symbol, thus - = G ∧. = ~̄ for instance will be denoted G~̄.

2.2 Preference Relations

Depending on the knowledge thatwe have about a decisionmaker’s

preferences, given any pair of distinct alternatives >, > ′ ∈ X, one of

the following situations must hold: one may be strictly preferred

over the other, or > and > ′ may be equally preferred, or > and > ′

may be incomparable.

Assuming that preferences are transitive, such a state of knowl-

edge about the DM’s preferences can be characterised by a pre-

order � over X: � is a binary, re�exive and transitive relation; for

alternatives >, > ′, we then write > � > ′ when (>, > ′) ∈ �; > ≻ > ′

when (>, > ′) ∈ � and (> ′, >) ∉ �; > ∼ > ′ when (>, > ′) ∈ � and

(> ′, >) ∈ �; > ⊲⊳ > ′ when (>, > ′) ∉ � and (> ′, >) ∉ �. Note that for

any pair of alternatives >, > ′ ∈ X either > ≻ > ′, or > ′ ≻ >, or > ∼ > ′

or > ⊲⊳ > ′.

The relation ∼ de�ned in this way is the symmetric part of �, it

is re�exive and transitive, ⊲⊳ is irre�exive, they are both symmetric.

The relation ≻ is the irre�exive part of �, it is what is usually called

a strict partial order: it is irre�exive and transitive.

Terminology and notations. We say that alternative > dominates

alternative > ′ (w.r.t. �) if and only if > � > ′; if > ≻ > ′, then we

say that > strictly dominates > ′. We use standard notations for the

complements of ≻ and �: we write > � > ′ when it is not the case

that > � > ′, and > ⊁ > ′ when it is not the case that > ≻ > ′.

3 LANGUAGES

3.1 Conditional Preference Statements

A conditional preference statement (aka., CP statement) over X is

an expression of the form U |+ :F ≥F ′, where U is a propositional

formula over * ⊆ X, F,F ′ ∈, are such that F [- ] ≠ F ′ [- ] for

every - ∈, , and* ,+ ,, are disjoint subsets ofX, not necessarily

forming a partition of X. Informally, such a statement represents

the piece of knowledge that, when comparing alternatives >, > ′ that

both satisfy U , the one that has valuesF for, is preferred to the

one that has values F ′ for, , irrespective of the values of the at-

tributes in + , every attribute in X \ (+ ∪, ) being �xed. We call

U the conditioning part of the statement; we call, the swapped

attributes, and + the free part.

Example 1 ((Example A in [34], slightly extended)). Consider plan-

ning a holiday, with three choices / attributes: wait til next month

(, = F) or leave now (, = F̄ ), going to city 1, 2 or 3 (� = 21, � =

22 or� = 23), travelling by plane (% = ?) or by car (% = ?̄). I would

rather go now, irrespective of the other attributes:⊤ |{�%} : F̄ ≥F .

All else being equal, I prefer to go to city 3, city 1 being my sec-

ond best choice: ⊤ | ∅ : 23 ≥ 21 ≥ 22. Also, if I go now, I prefer to �y:

F̄ | ∅ : ? ≥ ?̄. Together, the last two statements imply that if I go

now, I prefer to go to city 3 by plane than go to city 1 by car; how-

ever these statements do not say what I prefer between �ying to

city 1 or driving to city 3. In fact, I prefer the former, this tradeo�

can be expressed with the statement F̄ | ∅ : 21? ≥ 23?̄. Finally, if I

go later, I prefer to drive, irrespective of the city:F |{�} : ?̄ ≥ ? .

Conditional preference statements have been studied in many

works, under various language restrictions. They are the basis for

CP-nets [3, 5] and their extensions, and have been studied in a

more logic-based fashion by e.g. [23] and [31, 32, 34]. 1 They are

closely related to CI-statements by [6]

For the semantics sets of CP statements, we use the de�nitions

of [34]. Given a statement U |+ :F ≥F ′, let * = Var(U) and, =

Var(F) = Var(F ′): a worsening swap is any pair of alternatives

(>, > ′) such that > [* ] = > ′ [* ] |= U , > [, ] = F and > ′[, ] = F ′,

and such that for every attribute. ∉ * ∪+ ∪, it holds that > [. ] =

> ′[. ]; we say that U |+ :F ≥F ′ sanctions (>, > ′). For a set of CP-

statements i , let i∗ be the set of all worsening swaps sanctioned

by statements of i , and de�ne �i to be the re�exive and transitive

closure of i∗. [34] proves that > �i > ′ if and only if > = > ′ or i∗

contains a �nite sequence of worsening swaps (>8 , >8+1)0 ≤ 8 ≤ :−1
with >0 = > and >: = > ′.2

Example 2 (Example 1, continued). Let i = {⊤ |{�%} : F̄ ≥F,

⊤ | ∅ : 23 ≥ 21 ≥ 22, = | ∅ : ? ≥ ?̄, F̄ | ∅ : 21? ≥ 23?̄,F |{�} : ?̄ ≥ ?}. Then

⊤ |{�%} : F̄ ≥F sanctions for instance (F̄22?,F23?̄), so F̄22? �i
F23?̄. Also, ⊤ | ∅ : 23 ≥ 21 ≥ 22 sanctions (F̄21?, F̄22?), F̄ | ∅ : ? ≥ ?̄

sanctions (F̄22?, F̄22?̄), so, by transitivity, F̄21? �i F̄22?̄ . It is not

di�cult to check that F̄22? ⊲⊳i F̄21?̄ .

Let us call CP the language where formulas are sets of state-

ments of the general form U |+ :F ≥F ′. This language is very ex-

pressive: it is possible to represent any preorder “in extension”

with preference statements of the form > ≥ > ′ – they all have, =

X as set of swapped attributes, U = ⊤ as condition, and no free

attribute.

This expressiveness has a cost: we will see that many queries

about pre-orders represented by CP-statements are PSPACE-hard

for the languageCP. Several restrictions / sub-languages have been

studied in the literature, we review them below.

Linearisability. Although the original de�nition of CP-nets by

[5] does not impose it, many works on CP-nets, especially follow-

ing [3], consider that they are intended to represent a strict partial

order, that is, that �i should be antisymmetric; equivalently, this

means that the irre�exive part ≻i of �i can be extended to a linear

1The formula D |+ :G ≥ G ′ is written D :G >G ′ [+ ] by [34].
2Actually, [34] proves that (>, >′) is in the transitive closure of i∗ if and only there
is such a worsening sequence from > to >′ , but adding the re�exive closure to this
transitive closure does not change the result, since we can add any pair (>, >) to, or
remove it from, any sequence of worsening swaps without changing the validity of
the sequence.



order. We say that a set i of CP-statements is linearisable in this

case.3

Notations. We write U :F ≥F ′ when + is empty, and F ≥F ′

when + is empty and U = ⊤. Note that we reserve the symbol ≥

for conditional preference statements, whereas “curly” symbols ≻,

⊁, �, � are used to represent relations over the set of alternatives.

In the remainder of this section, we present various sublanguages

of CP. Some are de�ned by imposing various simple syntactical re-

strictions on the formulas, two are languages which have beenwell

studied (CP-nets and lexicographic preference trees); we close the

section by introducing a new, parameterised class of sublanguages

of CP which have interesting properties, as will be shown in sub-

sequent subsections.

3.2 Statement-wise Restrictions

Some restrictions are on the syntactical formof statements allowed;

they bear on the size of the set of free attributes, or on the size of

the set of swapped attributes, or on the type of conditioning formu-

las allowed. Given some languageL ⊆ CP, we de�ne the following

restrictions:

L⋫ = only formulas with empty free parts (+ = ∅) for every state-

ment;4

L∧ = only formulas where the condition U of every statement is

a conjunction of literals;

k-L = only formulas where the set of swapped attributes contains

no more than : attributes (|, | ≤ :) for every statement; in

particular, we call elements of 1-CP unary statements.

In particular, 1-CP∧ is the language studied by [34], and 1-CP⋫ is

the language of generalized CP-nets as de�ned by [23].

3.3 Graphical Restrictions

Given i ∈ CP over set of attributes X, we de�ne �i as the graph

with sets of verticesX, and such that there is an edge (-,. ) if there

is U |+ :F ≥F ′ ∈ i such that - ∈ Var(U) and . ∈ Var(F), or - ∈

Var(F) and. ∈ + . We call�i the dependency graph ofi . Note that

�i can be computed in polynomial time. This de�nition, inspired

by [34, Def. 15], generalises that of [3], which is restricted to the

case where all CP statements are unary and have no free attributes,

and that of [7], who study statements with free attributes. Many

tractability results on sets of CP statements have been obtained

when �i has good properties. Given some language L ⊆ CP, we

de�ne:

L6� = the restriction of L to acyclic formulas, which are those i

such that �i is acyclic;5

L6�poly = the restriction ofL to formulas where the dependency

graph is a polytree.

[34] also de�nes a weaker graphical restriction, called “context-

uniform conditional acyclicity”, but it turns out that it does gives

3Such sets of CP-statements are often called consistent in the standard terminology on
CP-nets, but we prefer to depart from this de�nition which only makes sense when
one asserts that i should indeed represent a strict partial order.
4In the literature, the symbol⊲ is sometimes used to represent an importance relation
between attributes; and, as explained by [34], statement U |+ :F ≥F′ is a way to
express that attributes in Var(F) are more important than those in + (when U is
true).
5This is full acyclicity in [34].

, F̄ ≥F

�%
23? ≥ 21? ≥ 23?̄ ≥ 21?̄ ≥ 22?̄

21? ≥ 22? ≥ 22?̄
% ?̄ ≥ ?

� 23 ≥ 21 ≥ 22

F̄ F

Figure 1: An LP-tree equivalent to the set of CP-statements

of Example 2.

rise to the same complexities as another, weaker restriction called

“conditional acyclicity” by [34], which we generalize in section 3.6.

3.4 CP-nets

In their seminal work, [3] de�ne a CP-net over a set of attributes

X to be composed of two elements:

(1) a directed graph overX, which should represent preferential

dependencies between attributes;6

(2) a set of conditional preference tables, one for every attribute

- : if* is the set of parents of- in the graph, the conditional

preference table for - contains exactly |* | rules D : ≥, for

every D ∈ * , where the ≥’s are linear orders over - .

Therefore, as shown by [34], CP-nets can be seen as sets of unary

CP statements in conjunctive form with no free attribute. Speci�-

cally, given a CP-net N over X, de�ne iN to be the set of all CP

statements D :G ≥ G ′, for every attribute - , every D ∈ * where *

is the set of parents of - in the graph, every G, G ′ ∈ - such that

G, G ′ are consecutive values in the linear order ≥ speci�ed by the

rule D : ≥ of N . Then the dependency graph of iN , as de�ned in

Section 3.3, coincides with the graph ofN . We call

CPnet = the language that contains all iN , for every CP-net N .

Note that CPnet ⊆ 1-CP∧⋫. For a given i ∈ 1-CP∧⋫, being

a CP-net necessitates a very strong form of local consistency and

completeness: for every attribute- with parents* in�i , for every

D ∈ * , for every G, G ′ ∈ - , i must explicitly, and uniquely, order

DG and DG ′.

[7] de�ne TCP-nets as an extension of CP-nets where it is pos-

sible to represent tradeo�s, by stating that, under some conditions,

some attributes are more important than other ones. [34] describes

how TCP-nets can be transformed, in polynomial time, into equiv-

alent sets of 1-CP∧ statements.

3.5 Lexicographic Preference Trees

LP-trees generalise lexicographic orders, which have been widely

studied in decision making – see e.g. [20]. As an inference mech-

anism, they are equivalent to search trees used by [4], and for-

malised by [31, 34]. As a preference representation, and elicitation,

language, slightly di�erent de�nitions for LP-trees have been pro-

posed by [2, 9, 17]. We use here a de�nition which subsumes the

others.

An LP-tree that is equivalent to the set of CP-statements of Ex-

ample 2 is depicted on Figure 1. More generally, an LP-tree over

6Given some pre-order � over X, attribute - is said to be preferentially dependent
on attribute . if there exist G, G ′ ∈ - , ~, ~′ ∈ . , I ∈ X \ ( {-,. }) such that

G~I �i G ′~I but G~′I �i G ′~′I.



X is a rooted tree with labelled nodes and edges, and a set of pref-

erence tables; speci�cally

• every node # is labelled with a set of attributes, denoted

Var(# );

• if# is not a leaf, it can have one child, or | Var(# ) | children;

• in the latter case, the edges that connect # to its children

are labelled with the instantiations in Var(# );

• if # has one child only, the edge that connects # to its child

is not labelled: all instantiations in Var(# ) lead to the same

subtree;

• we denote by Anc(# ) the set of attributes that appear in the

nodes between the root and# (excluding those at# ), and by

Inst(# ) (resp. NonInst(# )) the set of attributes that appear

in the nodes above# that havemore than one children (resp.

only one child);

• a conditional preference tableCPT(# ) is associated with # :

it contains local preference rules of the form U : ≥, where ≥

is a preorder over Var(# ), and U is a propositional formula

over some attributes in NonInst(# ).

We assume that the rules in CPT(# ) de�ne their preorder over

Var(# ) in extension. Additionally, two constraints guarantee that

an LP-tree i de�nes a unique preorder over X:

• no attribute can appear atmore than one node on any branch

of i ; and,

• at every node # of i , for every D ∈ NonInst(# ), CPT(# )

must contain exactly one rule U : ≥ such that D |= U .

Given an LP-tree i and an alternative > ∈ X, there is a unique way

to traverse the tree, starting at the root, and along edges that are

either not labelled, or labelled with instantiations that agree with

>, until a leaf is reached. Now, given two distinct alternatives >, > ′,

it is possible to traverse the tree along the same edges as long as >

and > ′ agree, until a node# is reached which is labelled with some

, such that > [, ] ≠ > ′ [, ]: we say that # decides {>, > ′}.

In order to de�ne �i for some LP-tree i , let i∗ be the set of

all pairs of distinct alternatives (>, > ′) such that there is a node

# that decides {>, > ′} and the only rule U : ≥ ∈ CPT(# ) with

> [NonInst(# )] = > ′[NonInst(# )] |= U is such that > [, ] ≥ > ′ [, ].

Then �i is the re�exive closure of i∗.

Proposition 1. Let i be an LP-tree over X, then �i as de�ned

above is a preorder. Furthermore, �i is a linear order if and only if 1)

every attribute appears on every branch and 2) every preference rule

speci�es a linear order.

AnLP-treei is said to be complete if the two conditions in Propo-

sition 1 hold, that is, if �i is a linear order.

From a semantic point of view, an LP-tree i is equivalent to the

set that contains, for every node # of i labelled with, = Var(# ),

and every rule U : ≥U
#

in CPT(# ), all CP statements of the form

U ∧ D |+ :F♯ ≥F ′♯ , where

• D is the combination of values given to the attributes in

Inst(# ) along the edges between the root and # , and

• F,F ′ ∈, such thatF ≥U
#
F ′, and, ♯ is the set of attributes

on which F and F ′ have distinct values, and F♯
= F [, ♯],

andF ′♯ = F ′ [, ♯]; and

• + = [X − (Anc(# ) ∪, )].

This set of statements indicate that outcomes that agree onAnc(# )

and satisfy D ∧ U , but have di�erent values for Var(# ), should be

ordered according to ≥U
#
, whatever their values for attributes in+ .

LPT = the language of LP-trees as de�ned above; we consider that

LPT is a subset of CP.7

Note that, using the notations de�ned above, k-LPT = LPT ∩

:-CP is the restriction of LPT where every node has at most : at-

tributes, for every : ∈ N; in particular, 1-LPT is the language of

LP-trees with one attribute at each node; and LPT∧ = LPT ∩ CP∧

is the restriction of LPT where the condition U in every rule at

every node is a conjunction of literals. Search trees of [31, 34] and

LP-trees as de�ned by [2, 26] are sublanguages of 1-LPT∧; LP-trees

of [17] and [9] are sublanguages of LPT∧.

3.6 Lexico-compatible Formulas

Many graphical restrictions that have been proposed in order to en-

able polytime answers to some queries are in fact particular cases

of a more general property which we study now. We de�ne a new,

parameterised family of languages. Given some language L ⊆ CP

and : ∈ N, we de�ne:

L6�lex
:

= the restriction of L to formulas i such that there exists

some complete LP-tree k ∈ :-LPT such that �k extends �i .

We say that formulas of CP 6�lex
:

are :-lexico-compatible.8

[34] proves that acyclic formulas of 1-CP are 1-lexico-compatible

when they enjoy some local consistency property; it illustrates that

:-lexico-compatibility is indeed a weak form of acyclicity. We will

see that k-lexico-compatibility makes some queries tractable.

The next result shows that proving that somei ∈ CP is:-lexico-

compatible, for a �xed : , is not always easy:

Proposition 2. For a �xed : ∈ N, checking if a formula i ∈ CP

is :-lexico-compatible is coNP-complete.

Algorithm 1 checks if a given formula is k-lexico-compatible.

Given i ∈ CP, it builds, in a top-down fashion, a complete k ∈

k-LPT that is compatible with i . The algorithm is similar to the al-

gorithm proposed by [2] to learn an LP-tree that sanctions a given

set of pairs (>, > ′). It starts with an empty root node at step 1; then,

while there is some empty node, it picks one of them, call it # , and

calls at step 2b the function chooseA�ribute to get a pair (), ≥)

to label # , where ) is a set of at most : attributes, none of which

appear above # , and ≥ is a linear order over ) ; if no such pair is

compatiblewithi , in a sense that will be de�ned shortly, chooseAt-

tribute returns failure and the algorithm stops at step 2c; otherwise,

if there remain some attributes that do not appear in ) nor at any

node above # , then the algorithm expands the tree below # at

step 2e by creating a branch and a new node for every instantia-

tion C ∈ ) , and loops.

Note that all edges of the tree built by the algorithm are labelled,

so that, at every node# ,NonInst(# ) = ∅, soCPT(# )must contain

only one rule of the form⊤ : ≥, where⊤ is the formula always true.

This is why chooseA�ribute needs to return one linear order over)

only, we do not need to specify the trivial condition ⊤ here. There

7Strictly speaking, for LPT ⊆ CP to hold, we can add the possibility to augment every
formula in CP with a tree structure.
8This de�nition generalises conditionally acyclic formulas of [34], which are the for-

mulas of CP 6�lex
1 .



Algorithm 1: Build complete LP tree

Input: i ∈ CP; : ∈ N;

Output:k ∈ k-LPT,k complete, s.t. �k ⊇ �i , or FAILURE;

(1) k ← {an unlabelled root node};

(2) whilek contains some unlabelled node:

(a) choose unlabelled node # ofk ;

(b) (), ≥) ← chooseA�ribute(#,:, i);

(c) if ) = FAILURE then STOP and return FAILURE;

(d) label # with (), ≥);

(e) if Anc(# ) ∪ ) ≠ X, for each C ∈ ) : add new unlabelled

node tok , attached to # with edge labelled with C ;

(3) returnk .

may be a more compact :-LP-tree compatible with i than the one

returned by the above algorithm when it does not fail, but we are

only interested here in checking ifi is:-lexico-compatible, and we

have seen that the problem is coNP-complete, so it seems di�cult

to avoid exploring a treewith size exponential in the size ofi in the

worst case. We now speci�y some condition that chooseA�ribute

must verify in order for the algorithm to be correct and complete.

Given any yet unlabelled node# of the tree being build, leti (# ) =

{U |+ :F ≥F ′ ∈ i | U ∧ inst(# ) 6|= ⊥,, ∩ Anc(# ) = ∅}.

De�nition 1. We say that chooseA�ribute is i-compatible if the

pair (), ≥) that chooseA�ribute returns at some yet unlabelled

node # is such that for every U |+ :F ≥F ′ ∈ i (# ): (1) if Var(F) ∩

) = ∅, then+ ∩) = ∅; (2) if Var(F) ∩) ≠ ∅, then C ># C ′ for every

C, C ′ ∈ ) such that C ∧ F 6 |= ⊥, C ′ ∧ F ′ 6 |= ⊥, C [X \ (+ ∪, )] =

C ′ [X \ (+ ∪, )] and C ∧U 6 |= ⊥. If no such pair (), ≥) can be found,

then chooseA�ribute must return failure.

Condition (2) guarantees that # will correctly decide every pair

of alternatives that is sanctionned by U |+ :F ≥F ′ and that will be

decided at # . When the entire tree is built in this way, condition

(1) guarantees that at every node # , if U |+ :F ≥F ′ ∈ i (# ) then

+ ∩ Anc(# ) = ∅.

Proposition 3. Given i ∈ CP and some : ∈ N, suppose that

chooseA�ribute is i-compatible, then i ∈ CP6�lex
:

if and only if

the algorithm above returns some k ∈ k-LPT such that �k ⊇ �i ;

otherwise, it returns FAILURE.

Note that chooseA�ribute can be implemented to run in polyno-

mial time, for �xed : : there are no more than
∑:
8=1

(=
8

)

≤ :=: possi-

bilities for the ) it can return, and the number of pairs C, C ′ that it

must check against every statement in i (# ) is bounded by |) |2,

and |) | is bounded by3: , where 3 is the size of the largest domain

of the attributes inX. Also, each branch of the tree returned by the

algorithm, when it succeeds, can have at most = nodes, but the tree

can have up to 3= leaves.

4 EXPRESSIVENESS

We detail our results about expressiveness of the various languages

studied here in this section, the results about succinctness are in

the next section. These results are summarised on Figure 2.

De�nition 2. Let L and L′ be two languages for representing pre-

orders.We say thatL is at least as expressive asL′ , writtenL ⊒ L′,

if every preorder that can be represented with a formula of L′

can also be represented with a formula of L; we write L = L′ if

L ⊒ L′ but it is not the case that L′ ⊒ L, and say in this case that

L is strictly more expressive than L′. We write L ⊑⊒ L′ when the

two languages are equally expressive.

We reserve the usual “rounded” symbols ⊂ and ⊆ for (strict) set

inclusion, and ⊃ and ⊇ for the reverse inclusions. Note that ⊒ is a

preorder, and obviously L ⊇ L′ implies L ⊒ L′.

Clearly, CP⋫ ⊂ CP and CP∧ ⊂ CP; however, these three lan-

guages have the same expressiveness, because of the following:

Property 4. Given some preorder �, de�ne i ∈ {> [Δ(>, > ′)] ≥

> ′[Δ(>, > ′)] | > � > ′, > ≠ > ′}, where Δ(>,> ′) is the set of attributes

that have di�erent values in > and > ′, then i ∈ CP⋫ ∩ CP∧, and

�i = �.

A large body ofworks onCP-statements since the seminal paper

by [4] concentrate on various subsets of 1-CP. With this strong

restriction on the number of swapped attributes, CP-statements

have a reduced expressiveness.

Example 3. Consider two binary attributes � and �, with respec-

tive domains {0, 0̄} and {1, 1̄}. De�ne preorder � such that 01 ≻

0̄1̄ ≻ 01̄ ≻ 0̄1. This can be represented in CP with i = {01 ≥ 0̄1̄,

0̄1̄ ≥ 01̄, 01̄ ≥ 0̄1}. But it cannot be represented in 1-CP: {1 :0 ≥ 0̄,

1̄ : 0̄ ≥ 0, 0 :1 ≥ 1̄, 0̄ : 1̄ ≥1}∗ ⊆ i∗, but this is not su�cient to com-

pare 01̄ with 0̄1. The four remaining formulas of 1-CP over these

two attributes are � :0 ≥ 0̄, � : 0̄ ≥ 0, � :1 ≥ 1̄, � : 1̄ ≥1, adding any

of them to i yields a preorder which would not be antisymmetric.

Forbidding free parts incurs an additional loss in expressiveness:

Example 4. Consider two binary attributes � and �, with respec-

tive domains {0, 0̄} and {1, 1̄}. De�ne preorder � such that 01 ≻

01̄ ≻ 0̄1 ≻ 0̄1̄. This can be represented in 1-CPwithi = {� :0 ≥ 0̄, 1 ≥ 1̄}.

But the “tradeo�” 01̄ ≻ 0̄1 cannot be represented in 1-CP⋫, any

formula of 1-CP⋫ that implies it will put some intermediate alter-

native between 01̄ and 0̄1

However, restricting to conjunctive statements does not incur a

loss in expressiveness.

Proposition 5. CP =
⋃

:∈N k-CP and, for every : ∈ N:

CP∧ ⊑⊒ CP⋫ ⊑⊒ CP = k-CP ⊑⊒ k-CP∧ = k-CP⋫ ⊑⊒ k-CP∧⋫

k-CP = (k-1)-CP.

Because an LP-tree can be a single node labelled with X, and

a single preference rule ⊤ : ≥ where ≥ can be any preorder, LPT

can represent any preorder. Limiting to conjunctive conditions in

the rules is not restrictive. However, restricting to 1-LPT reduces

expressiveness, even if one considers formulas of 1-CP that repre-

sent total, linear orders:

Example 5. Let i = {0 ≥ 0̄, 2̄ |� : 1̄ ≥1, 0̄2 : 1̄ ≥1, 02 :1 ≥ 1̄, 0 : 2 ≥ 2̄,

0̄ | � : 2̄ ≥ 2}. This yields the following linear order: 012 �i 01̄2 �i
01̄2̄ �i 0̄1̄2̄ �i 012̄ �i 0̄12̄ �i 0̄1̄2 �i 0̄12. No k ∈ 1-LPT

can represent it: � could not be at the root of such a tree because

for instance 01̄2̄ �i 0̄1̄2̄ and 0̄1̄2̄ �i 012̄; neither could � , since

01̄2 �i 01̄2̄ and 0̄12̄ �i 0̄1̄2; and �nally � could not be at the root

either, because 012 �i 01̄2 and 0̄1̄2̄ �i 012̄ .



Proposition 6. LPT =
⋃

:∈N k-LPT and, for every : ∈ N:

CP ⊑⊒ LPT ⊑⊒ LPT∧ = k-LPT ⊑⊒ k-LPT∧ = (k-1)-LPT.

Finally, note that k-lexico-compatibility is a weaker restriction

than being a :-LP-tree.

Proposition 7. For every: ∈ N:CP6�lex
:

= CP6�lex
:−1

, andCP6�lex
:

=

k-LPT.

[34] proves that 1-CP6� ⊆ CP6�lex
1 . Whether this property can

be generalised, with an appropriate de�nition of:-acyclicity, is left

for future work.

5 SUCCINCTNESS

Another criterion is the relative sizes of formulas that can repre-

sent the same preorder in di�erent languages. [10] study the space

e�ciency of various propositional knowledge representation for-

malisms. An often used de�nition of succinctness [13, 22] makes it

a particular case of expressiveness, which is not a problem when

comparing languages of same expressiveness. However, we study

here languages with very di�erent expressiveness, so we need a

more �ne grained de�nition:

De�nition 3. Let L and L′ be two languages for representing pre-

orders. We say that L is at least as succinct as L′, written L ≦ L′,

if there exists a polynomial ? such that for every i ′ ∈ L′, there

exists i ∈ L that represent the same preorder as i ′ and such that

| i | < ? ( |i ′ |).9 Moreover, we say that L is strictly more succinct

than L′, written L ≪ L′, if L ≦ L′ and for every polynomial ? ,

there exists i ∈ L such that:

• there exists i ′ ∈ L′ such that �i=�i′ , but

• for every i ′ ∈ L′ such that �i=�i′ , |i
′ | > ? ( |i |).

With this de�nition,L≪L′ if every formula ofL′ has an equiv-

alent formula in L which is “no bigger” (up to some polynomial

transformation of the size of i), and there is at least one sequence

of formulas (one formula for every polynomial ?) in L that have

equivalent formulas inL′ but necessarily “exponentially bigger”.10

Proposition 8. The following hold, for languages L, L′, L′′ :

• if L ⊇ L′ then L ≦ L′; and if L ≦ L′, then L ⊒ L′;

• if L ≪ L′ then L ≦ L′ and L′ 6≦ L;

• if L ⊑⊒ L′, the reverse implication holds:

if L ≦ L′ and L′ 6≦ L then L ≪ L′

(otherwise, it might be that L′ 6≦ L because L′ 6⊒ L);

• if L ⊇ L′ and L′ ≪ L′′, then L ≪ L′′ .

Restricting the conditioning part of the statements to be con-

junctions of literals does induce a loss in succinctness.

Example 6. Consider 2= + 1 binary attributes-1, -2, . . . , -=, .1, .2,

. . . , .=, / , and leti contain 2=+2 unary CP-statements with no free

attribute: (G1∨~1) ∧ (G2∨~2) ∧ . . .∧ (G= ∨~=) :I ≥ Ī, ¬[(G1∨~1) ∧

(G2 ∨~2) ∧ . . . ∧ (G= ∨~=)] : Ī ≥ I and Ḡ8 ≥ G8 and ~̄8 ≥ ~8 for every

8 ∈ {1, . . . , =}. Theni ∈ 1-CP⋫, buti is not in conjunctive form. A

set of conjunctive CP-statements equivalent to i has to contain all

9Where |i | =
∑

U |+ :F ≥F′∈i ( | U | + |+ | +2 | Var(F) |) , with |U | = the number

of connectives plus the number of atoms of U .
10When ≪ is de�ned as the strict counterpart of ≦, it can happen that L≪L′ even

if there is no real di�erence in representation size in the two languages, but L=L′.

2= statements of the form `1`2 . . . `= :I ≥ Ī with `8 = G8 or `8 = ~8
for every 8 .

Also, free attributes enable succinct representation of relative

importance of some attributes over others; disabling free attributes

thus incurs a loss in succinctness:

Example 7. Consider = + 1 binary attributes -1, -2, . . . , -=, . , let

* = {-1, -2, . . . , -=}, and leti = {* | ~ ≥ ~̄}. Theni∗ = {(D~,D ′~̄) |D,D ′

∈ * }, and i∗ is equal to its transitive closure, so, if > ≠ > ′, then

> �i > ′ if and only if > [. ] = ~ and > ′ [. ] = ~̄. This can be rep-

resented, without free attribute, with formulak that contains, for

every + ⊆ * and every E ∈ + , the statement E~ ≥ Ē~̄, where Ē

denotes the tuple obtained by inverting all values of E . For every

0≤ 8 ≤ = there are
(=
8

)

subsets of+ of size 8 , with 28 ways to choose

E ∈ + , thusk contains
∑=
0

(=
8

)

28 = 3= statements.

Restricting to CP-nets induces a further loss in succinctness, as

the next example shows:

Example 8. Consider = + 1 binary attributes -1, -2, . . . , -=, . , and

let i be the 1-CP⋫∧ formula that contains the following state-

ments: G8 ≥ Ḡ8 for 8 = 1, . . . , =; G1G2 . . . G= :~ ≥ ~̄; Ḡ8 : ~̄ ≥~ for 8 =

1, . . . , =. The size of i is linear in =. Because preferences for . de-

pend on all -8 ’s, a CP-net equivalent to i will contain, in the table

for . , 2= CP statements.

Proposition 9. The following hold:

• L ≪ L∧ for every L such that 1-CP⋫ ⊆ L ⊆ CP;

• L ≪ L⋫ for every L such that 1-CP∧ ⊆ L ⊆ CP;

• 1-CP⋫∧ ≪ CPnet.

6 QUERIES

Table 1 gives an overview of the tractability of the queries that we

study in this section. We begin this section with the two queries

that have generated most interest in the literature on CP state-

ments.

Linearisability. Knowing that a given i ∈ CP is linearisable (that

is, that �i is antisymmetric) is valuable, as it makes several other

queries easier. It also gives some interesting insights into the se-

mantics of i . The following query has been addressed in many

works on CP statements:11

linearisability Given i , is i linearisable?

[3] prove that when its dependency graph �i is acyclic, then a

CP-neti is linearisable. This result has been extended by [7, 14, 34],

who give weaker, su�cient syntactical conditions that guarantee

that a locally consistent set of unary, conjunctive CP statements is

linearisable; more generally, by de�nition of:-lexico-compatibility,

every formula ofCP 6�lex
:

is linearisable (since it is compatible with

a complete LP-tree). [23, Theorem 3 and 4] prove that linearis-

ability is PSPACE-complete for 1-CP⋫∧.

Proposition 10. linearisability can be checked in polynomial

time for LPT.

Comparing alternatives. A basic question, given a formula i

and two alternatives >, > ′ is: how do > and > ′ compare, according

11This query is often called consistency.
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linearisability ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ✓ ✓

R-comparison, ' ∈ {�,≻, ⊲⊳} ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘◦ ✘◦ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓

∼-comparison ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ✓ ✓

eqivalence ✘✘ ✘◦ ✘◦ ✓ ✘◦ ✓ ✓ ✘◦ ✓

top-? ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

w. undominated ∃ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤

undominated ∃ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤ ⊤

s. dom. ∃, dom. ∃ ✘✘ ✘✘ ⊤ ⊤ ✓ ✓

undom. check, �-cut extract. ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

s. dom., dom., w. undom. check ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

≻-cut extraction ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

≻-cut counting ✘✘ ✘✘ ✘✘ ✓ ✓

Each column corresponds to one sub-language of CP. They are sorted in order of

decreasing expressiveness from left to right, except when columns are separated

by double lines. For each query and sub-language: ⊤ = always true for the

language ; ⊥ = always false for the language; ✓ = polytime answer; ✘ =

NP-complete query; ✘◦ = NP/coNP-hard query; ✘✘ = PSPACE-complete query.

Table 1: Complexity of queries.

to i? Is it the case that > ≻i > ′, or > ′ ≻i >, or > ⊲⊳i > ′, or > ∼i > ′?

We de�ne the following query, for any relation ' ∈ {≻, �,∼, ⊲⊳}:

'-comparison Given formula i , alternatives > ≠ > ′, is it the case

that >'i>
′?

For LP-trees, in order to compare alternatives > and > ′, one only

has to traverse the tree from the root downwards until a node that

decides the pair is reached, or up to a leaf if no such node is encoun-

tered: in this case > and > ′ are incomparable. Note that checking if

a node decides the pair, and checking if a rule at that nodes applies

to order them, can both be done in polynomial time.

Proposition 11. '-comparison is in P for LPT for '∈ {≻,�,∼,⊲⊳

}.

Tractability of comparisons, except in some trivial cases, comes

at a heavy price in terms of expressiveness: �-comparison is tractable

for CP-nets when the dependency graph is a polytree [3, Theo-

rem 14], but [3, Theorems 15, 16] prove that �-comparison is al-

ready NP-hard for the quite restrictive language of binary-valued,

directed-path singly connected CP-nets, which are acyclic. [23, Prop.

7, Corrolary 1] prove that �-comparison, ≻-comparison, ⊲⊳-comparison

and ∼-comparison are PSPACE complete for 1-CP⋫∧ and for lin-

earisable, locally complete formulas of 1-CP⋫. More precise hard-

ness results for acyclic CP-nets are also proved by [27]. Proposi-

tion 12 completes the picture.

Proposition 12. ≻-comparison and ⊲⊳-comparison areNP-hard

for the language of fully acyclic CP-nets, and tractable for polytree

CP-nets. ∼-comparison is easy for 1-CP 6�lex.

Comparing theories. Checking if two theories yield the same

preorder can be useful during the compilation process.We say that

two formulas i and i ′ are equivalent if they represent the same

preorder, that is, if �i and �i′ are identical; we then write i ≡ i ′.

eqivalence Given two formulas i and i ′, are they equivalent?

Consider a formula i ∈ CP, two alternatives >, > ′, and let i ′ =

i ∪ {> ≥ > ′}: clearly > �i′ >
′, thus i ≡ i ′ if and only if > �i > ′.

Therefore, if language L is such that adding CP statement > ≥ > ′ to

any of its formulas yields a formula that is still in L, then eqiv-

alence has to be at least as hard as �-comparison for L. This

is the case of CP. The problem remains hard for 1-CP⋫, because

it is hard to check the equivalence, in propositional logic, of the

conditions of statements that entail a particular swap G ≥ G ′.

Example 9. Consider three attributes �, � and � with respective

domains {0, 0̄}, {1, 1̄} and {21, 22, 23}. Consider two CP statements

B = 0̄ : 21 ≥ 22 and B ′ = 1 : 22 ≥ 23, and let i = {B, B ′, 0 : 21 ≥ 23}.

Because of statements B and B ′ we have 0̄121 ≥i 0̄122 ≥i 0̄123; also,

0121 ≥i 0123 because of statement 0 : 21 ≥ 23. Hence, for any D ∈

� × �, if D |= 0 ∨ (0̄1) then D21 ≥D23. Thus i ≡ {B, B
′} ∪ {0 ∨

(0̄1) : 21 ≥ 23} ≡ i ∪ {1 : 21 ≥ 23}.

Proposition 13. equivalence is coNP-hard for 1-CP⋫∧6�, and

for 1-LPT∧, both restricted to binary attributes.

As usual, comparing two formulas is easier for languages where

there exists a canonical form. This is the case of CP-nets, as shown

by [25, Lemma 2]; their proofmakes it clear that the canonical form

of any CP-net i can be computed in polynomial time. Hence:

Proposition 14. equivalence is in P for CP-net.

eqivalence also becomes tractable if some form of canonicity

is imposed for the conditions of the rules in an LP-tree; this is be-

cause, as with CP-net, it is possible to de�ne a canonical form for



the structure, by imposing that the labels of the node be as small as

possible – which may lead, in some cases, to splitting some nodes.

Top ? alternatives. Given a set of alternatives ( and some integer

? , we may be interested in �nding a subset ( ′ of ( that contains ?

“best” alternatives of ( , in the sense that for every > ∈ ( ′, for every

> ′ ∈ ( \ ( ′ it is not the case that > ′ ≻i >. Note that such a set must

exist, because ≻i is acyclic. The Top-? query is usually de�ned for

totally ordered sets; a de�nition suited to partial orders is given in

[34] (where it is called ordering), we adopt this de�nition here:

Top-? Given ( ⊆ X, ? < | ( |, and i , �nd >1, >2, . . . , >? ∈ ( such

that for every 8 ∈ 1, . . . , ? , for every > ′ ∈ ( , if > ′ ≻i >8 then > ′ ∈

{>1, . . . , >8−1}.

Note that if >1, >2, . . . , >? is the answer to such query, if 1≤ 8 <

9 ≤ ? , then it can be the case that >8 ⊲⊳ > 9 , but it is guaranteed

that > 9 ⊁ >8 : in the context of a recommender system for instance,

where one would expect alternatives to be presented in order of

non-increasing preference, >8 could be safely presented before > 9 .

[3] prove that top-? is tractable for acyclic CP-nets for the spe-

ci�c case where | ( | = 2. More generally, ≻-comparison queries

can be used to compute an answer to a top-? query (by asking

≻-comparison queries for every pair of elements of ( , the num-

ber of such pairs being in Θ( | ( |2)). However, [34] shows that an

upper approximation of ≻ is su�cient, and proves that such an

approximation can be obtained in time polynomial in |i | for a

restricted class of lexico-compatible formulas of 1-CP∧ [34, Th. 5].

We prove that this result does indeed hold for the full class of lexico-

compatible formulas of 1-CP∧. The top-? query is also tractable

for LPT.

Proposition 15. top-? can be answered in time which is polyno-

mial in the size ofi and the size of ( for k-lexico-compatible formulas

(for �xed :); and for LPT.

Optimization. Instead of ordering a given set, we may want to

�nd a globally optimal alternative. Following [23], given i , we say

that alternative > is:

• weakly undominated if there is no > ′∈X such that > ′≻i>;

• undominated if there is no > ′ ∈ X, > ′ ≠ >, such that > ′ �i >;

• dominating if for every > ′ ∈ X, > �i > ′;

• strongly dominating if for every > ′ ∈ X with > ′ ≠ >, > ≻i
> ′.

Note that > is strongly dominating if and only if it is dominat-

ing and undominated; and that if > is dominating or undominated,

then it is weakly undominated. This gives rise to several types of

queries:

[w | s] (undominated | dominating) existence Given i , is there

a [weakly | strongly] (undominated | dominating) alternative?

[w | s] (undominated | dominating) checking Given i , >, is >

a [weakly | strongly] (undominated | dominating) alternative?

All these queries are easily shown to be tractable for LPT. The

problem undominated check has been shown to be tractable for

CP-nets [3] and for 1-CP⋫ [23]. This can be generalized:

Proposition 16. undominated check is in P for CP.

The existence of a weakly undominated alternative is trivially

true for CP (in any �nite directed graph, at least one vertex has

no "strict" predecessor). Linearisability also ensure that there is at

least one undominated alternative.

For CP-nets, [3] give a polytime algorithm that computes the

only dominating alternative when the dependency graph is acyclic;

in this case, this alternative is also the only strongly dominating

one and the only undominated one, since the CP-net is linearis-

able: this implies that dominating ∃, s. dominating ∃, undomi-

nated ∃, s. dominating check, dominating check and w. un-

dominated check are tractable for acyclic CP-nets.

[23, Prop. 8, 9 and 11] prove thatw. undominated check, dom-

inating check, s. dominating check, dominating ∃ and s. dom-

inating ∃ are PSPACE-complete for 1-CP⋫, and their reductions

for proving hardness of w. undominated check,dominating check,

s. dominating check indeed yield formulas of 1-CP⋫∧.NP-hardness
of undominated ∃ for 1-CP⋫∧ is proved by [15],

Cuts. Cuts are sets of alternatives that are at the same “level” with

respect to �. For rankings de�ned with real-valued functions, cuts

are de�ned with respect to possible real values. In the case of pre-

orders, we de�ne cuts with respect to some alternative >: given

i ∈ CP, for any ' ∈ {≻, �}, for every alternative >, we de�ne

• CUT',> (i) = {> ′ ∈ X | > ′ ≠ >, > ′'i>} .

Following [18], we de�ne two families of queries:

'-cut counting Given i, >, count the elements of CUT',> (i)

'-cut extraction Given i, >, return an element of CUT',> (i)

(or that it is empty)

Proposition 17. �-cut extraction is tractable for CP. ≻-cut

counting and ≻-cut extraction are PSPACE-hard for 1-CP⋫∧.

For CP6�lex
:

, ≻-cut extraction is equivalent to �-cut extraction

and is tractable. ≻-cut counting is tractable for LP-trees.

7 CONCLUSION

The literature on languages on CP statements has long focused on

statements with unary swaps. Several examples in Section 4 show

that this strongly degrades expressiveness. We have introduced a

new parameterised family of languages, CP 6�lex
:

, which permits to

balance expressiveness against query complexity: the lower : is,

the less expressive the language is, but the faster answering most

queries will be. Table 1 shows that comparison queries seem to re-

sist tractability, even for CP6�lex
:

, but queries like the top-? query

may be su�cient in many applications. Tractability of the eqiva-

lence query relies on the existence of canonical form: it is the case

when the language enforces a structure like a dependency graph

or a tree, and when the conditions of the statements are restricted

to some propositional language with a canonical form.

We have not studied here transformations, like conditioning or

other forms of projection for instance. Some initial results on pro-

jections can be found in [1]. This is an important direction for fu-

ture work, as well as properties of the various languages studied

here with respect to machine learning.
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